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Abstract—Certificates play a significant role in business education and professional development. Individual records of learning become essential for the professional careers of individuals. Consequently, it is critical that such records are kept inaccessible long-term and tamper-proof ledgers. A blockchain records transactions in a verifiable and permanent manner, so it is very appropriate to store certificate fingerprints or other educational items. Blockchain exposes certificate forgery and promotes the history of learning. The Blockchain-Based Academic Certificate Credentialing System could be a feasible solution in this research for issuing, validating, and sharing certificates in a digital format using blockchain technology. Therefore, the aim of this research paper is to propose a theoretical model and develop a Blockchain-Based Academic Certificate Credentialing System that can support counterfeit protection as well as secure access and management of academic certificates according to the needs of learners, education institutions, and employers using Blockchain technology. Using the characteristics of blockchain technology offer including hash, public & private keys, cryptography, digital signature, peer-to-peer networks and smart contracts. Conclude into an academic certificate credentialing system that meets all the aims and objectives, offer a faster, more straightforward and more secure way to issue the academic certificate and aiding the process of validation and verification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Academic certificates are the standard that determines whether the student has achieved certain learning requirements and are until today mostly on paper or other physical formats. The Academic certificate includes several statements which consist of the kind of qualification or academic title that is attested, information of the issuer university, name and signature of the certifier who has validated the facts and certify that the certificate qualification is true and most importantly the basic information of the receiver or learner. Learners or students are still receiving a hard paper copy of certificate from Asia Pacific University of Technology and Innovative nowadays. The paper certificates have their advantages as it is difficult to forge due to the build-in security features that came with it. Moreover, the paper certificates can be easily store and bring out to show them to any employers or for any purpose. However, there are some disadvantages such as employers as a third parties have to manually verify the paper certificate manually and the need for certification authorities to maintain the registry and database of certificates.

Based on multiple studies, the idea of providing an alternative to paper certificates is to utilize blockchain technology to create digital certificates that are cryptographically signed. In cope with a recent news report by The Star [1], stated that an estimated one in 20 potential hires in Malaysia has fake qualifications while one in 10 has credentials from unaccredited institutions, a corporate fraud investigation agency found. Hence, the digital certificates that utilize blockchain technology can provide counterfeit protection for certificates, ease the verification process of certificates as even the certification authority will no longer exists and the certificate should be confidential so that it can only be viewed by authorized persons with a time-limited validity. Potentially, reduce the incidence of certificate forgeries and ensure that the security, validity and confidentiality of the academic certificate can be improved. Nicosia University is the first university that uses blockchain technology to handle the certificates of students acquired from MOOC platforms. [2] In addition, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the Learning Machine company worked together to develop a digital Blockchain-based online learning badge. Students who have participated in MIT Media Lab projects and passed the test will receive a credential that will be held in a blockchain network. [3]

In this research paper, the research will analyses deeper about the disruptive potential of the blockchain technology for education from journals and articles made by other developers. Focus on the relevance of blockchain technology to education, to understand its components for blockchain technology to be adapted for educational use. In addition to that, there will also be a comparative analysis between the similar system of academic certificate credentialing system utilizing the blockchain technology, in terms of its functionalities, system architecture, process and so on.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Current process flow of awarding academic certificates to students in most academy institutions

In the current situation, the certificate authorities in each respective universities or institutions managing their student’s data, learning courses titles and other relevant information as well as the important exam result using MS Excel sheet. When the students graduated from the universities or institutions, the authorities will issue a paper academic certificates to the graduates. Whereby the authorities will retrieve the data and examination result from their legacy system, the process for the authorities to search for the academic information of the
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In this research paper, the research will analyses deeper about the disruptive potential of the blockchain technology for education from journals and articles made by other developers. Focus on the relevance of blockchain technology to education, to understand its components for blockchain technology to be adapted for educational use. In addition to that, there will also be a comparative analysis between the similar system of academic certificate credentialing system utilizing the blockchain technology, in terms of its functionalities, system architecture, process and so on.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Current process flow of awarding academic certificates to students in most academy institutions

In the current situation, the certificate authorities in each respective universities or institutions managing their student’s data, learning courses titles and other relevant information as well as the important exam result using MS Excel sheet. When the students graduated from the universities or institutions, the authorities will issue a paper academic certificates to the graduates. Whereby the authorities will retrieve the data and examination result from their legacy system, the process for the authorities to search for the academic information of the
students might take a long time and troublesome. At present, most universities and institutions have built-in security features in their academic certificates. When graduates go for a job interview, the graduates must bring along the paper academic certificate. Then, the employer must contact the universities or institutions for the authentication and validation of the certificate, which is consider time-consuming and troublesome process.

B. Blockchain

1) Definition

Under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto, the white paper for Bitcoin was published in 2008 [4]. Nakamoto introduces Bitcoin, an electronic payment network inside a peer-to-peer network that doesn’t require users to trust any other entity. There were other systems for making safe electronic payments in a peer-to-peer network at the time, but none of them solved the issue of double spending without a trusted third party. The issue of double spending means one user could make numerous payments on the same asset.

The solution is simple with a trustworthy third party involved; the recipient simply asks if the asset was previously spent. [4] By designing what he called a “block chain,” Nakamoto solved this problem. The term blockchain is used a lot nowadays. The term comes from the data being stored in blocks, where each block contains the previous block’s hash value and thus a chain is formed.

Narayanan et al. [5] describe that the structure of a blockchain looks like a linked list with hash pointers. Each of the block on the block contain hash of the transaction and the previous block’s hash value. This data structure proves to be tamper-evident log, the blockchain can only append new block but it is impossible to alter or delete the existing data.

Iansiti and R. Lakhani [6] define a blockchain with the sentence below:

“... blockchain is an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way.”

There are four basic properties of the blockchain technology:

a) Distributed Database – each node or network users act like a database or an entity itself.

b) Peer-to-peer transmission. Each of the transmission is transmitted between two independent nodes. There are no intermediate and central nodes.

c) Irreversibility of Records and Security. When a transaction is added to the database, the transaction cannot be altered. This is because of the blockchain’s chain structure. The blockchain is secure against tampering and the data is immutable.

d) Computational Logic. Transactions can be programmed according to algorithms and rules to occur automatically.

Blockchain is a decentralized distributed ledger with itself own rule’s collection where data are store in each of the node on the blockchain in the network.

A blockchain’s basic data structure look like just what it describes it is like a block chained together interconnected among each other. In each of the block consist of the transaction data along with the timestamp with it, each of the block’s transaction can be verified using its own hash value. The blockchain is open and data can be publicly viewed but once it entered the data in the block cannot be revoked or deleted which helps to prevent forgery. Moreover, each of the block is interlinked together with the previous block with the hash value preceding block. If one of the block data is changed in the blockchain, the hash value of that block will also be changed. [7]

Fig. 1. Basic structure of blockchain. [7]

2) Public & Private Blockchain

a) Public Blockchain

Public Blockchain is permissionless, which allows anyone can simply join and get access to the network and perform read, write, or participate within the blockchain. The entities are decentralized, where it does not have a single entity controlling the network. The data on the blockchain network will be impossible to modify or alter once they have been validated on to the blockchain.

b) Private Blockchain

Private blockchain requires permission to gain access control to the blockchain network, which restricts the people that can participate in the blockchain network. There can be one or more than one entities controlling the network, which is represented as a reliance on the third parties to transact.

c) Similarities

Both public and private blockchain function only as an append-only ledger where the record appended on the blockchain cannot be altered or deleted, which considers them as immutable records. Each of the entities on the network node in both of these blockchain has the complete replica of the ledger over the peer-to-peer networks of entities. The records in both of the blockchain network are verified by the considerable level of the immutability of the provided blockchain until a majority of the blockchain participants have agreed on the record, considering it to be valid and reached consensus.

d) Differences

A private blockchain is much lighter and provides transactional throughput in the order of the magnitude compare to the public blockchain. The level of access granted on both of the blockchain networks are different where anyone can join and access control on the append and verify the process of a public blockchain. On the other hand, private blockchain only allows access to authorized entities to join and gain control access on the network. A public blockchain
is more decentralized, whereas a private blockchain is more centralized.

The transaction process time on a private blockchain will be much shorter due to the less authorized participants in the private blockchain. This is because public blockchain has more nodes to manage, and the transaction will only process at a much slower pace as a consequence, it will also consume more computational resources to perform the transactions. A public blockchain is more secure and trustless between its network nodes due to the decentralization and active participants having a higher nodes numbers on the network, it is nearly impossible to have “bad actors” to perform attacks on the system to gain full control over the consensus network. [8]

3) Public Key Cryptography

The use of this tool is to develop protocols that prevent a third party from viewing the private data. In nowadays the cryptography has a combination of the disciplines of math, computer science, physics, engineering, and more. [9]

Some important terms are defined below:

a) Encryption: Encoding data into an unreadable format

b) Decryption: Reserving encryption – converting encrypted data into its original form.

c) Cipher: An algorithm for performing encryption or decryption, usually a well-defined set of steps that can be followed.

In every blockchain application, public key cryptography has been using and involving the generation of private key, with the use of the pair of a public key and a private key to perform different tasks. Using the public key to perform encryption so that only the decryption process can only be done with a unique and specific private key. The process can maintain the authenticity of document.

In contrast, the organizations or companies have to verify all the certificates manually, which could be a very time-consuming process. By any chance, there could also where a counterfeit academic certificate is not legit may get unnoticeable by the verifier during the verifying process. Recently there has been an article by The Star (2019) [1], stated by the director of Akhbar & Associates, this agency undertakes background checks on potential hires for companies, said that 5% to 7% currently in the workforce have fake degrees while 10% to 15% have their degrees from unaccredited universities.

Counterfeit certificates can be easily purchased online at a low cost instead of paying a hefty price and undergoing a long process in getting a legit academic certificate. With the counterfeit certificate, buyers can find different curative narratives of their experiences for different purposes. Besides that, human tends to make a mistake where importing data and analyzing results from legacy systems is an important first feature for certification authorities, wrong information might be inserted into the paper certificate.

Counterfeit academic certificates have been a longstanding worrying issue in the academic system. For a very long time, the needs of standard and certification have existed to ensure quality and purpose is fulfilled. An academic certificate is a standard that determines whether the student has achieved specific requirements on academic standards. Currently, the Asia Pacific University of Technology and Innovative University is still distributing certificates in the form of hard copy. Graduated students that apply for jobs at any private or public company sector have to produce those hard copies of certificates.

In contrast, the organizations or companies have to verify all the certificates manually, which could be a very time-consuming process. By any chance, there could also where a counterfeit academic certificate that is not legit may get unnoticeable by the verifier during the verifying process. Recently there has been an article by The Star (2019) [1], stated by the director of Akhbar & Associates, this agency undertakes background checks on potential hires for companies, said that 5% to 7% currently in the workforce have fake degrees while 10% to 15% have their degrees from unaccredited universities.

Counterfeit certificates can be easily purchased online at a low cost instead of paying a hefty price and undergoing a long process in getting a legit academic certificate. With the counterfeit certificate, buyers can find different curative narratives of their experiences for different purposes. Besides that, human tends to make a mistake where importing data and analyzing results from legacy systems is an important first feature for certification authorities, wrong information might be inserted into the paper certificate.

The student has to apply for jobs at any private or public company sector have to produce those hard copies of certificates.
support counterfeit protection as well as secure access and management of academic certificates according to the needs of students, university, and employers using Blockchain technology. The objectives of this research are:

- To lower the cost of paper academic certificate by replacing it with digital certificates store in the blockchain.
- To improve the productivity of administration staff as a digital certificate can be created in a much shorter time than a paper certificate.
- To ease the verification process whereby inserting the URL link of the applicant digital certificate, an employer can get an immediate get an authentication response.
- To allow easy tracking for the existing student record of a digital certificate by the administration staff.

III. SIMILAR SYSTEM

A. Blockcerts

Blockcerts is an open-source software tool that is developed by the researchers in the MIT Media Lab, which uses blockchain technology and Open Badge specification that allow users to issue, share, view, and verify the digital certificates for the academic purpose of non-academic achievements. [12] The aim of this system is to prevent fraud and support the management of various certificates and achievements. This system has already been deployed at the MIT University where they issue certificates for achievements, for example, the participants of the MIT’s Global Entrepreneurship Bootcamp.

How Blockcerts work is that it consists of three repositories or tools for performing their digital certificates, which are Cert-schema, Cert-issuer, and Cert-viewer, each of them describes the mandatory data fields or standards for the digital certificate documents. On the specification of the Open Badges, Cert-issuer will be issued on the blockchain, which Cert-issuer will convert the certificate documents into hash value and perform a transaction using bitcoin from the issuer’s address to the recipient’s address on to the blockchain. Then which the Cert-viewer can view and verify the digital certificates that are place on the blockchain. [13]

The flow of the system architecture is relatively simple, starting from the issuer creates a digital document of the certificate with the necessary information needed on the document (e.g., recipient’s name, issuer’s name, issue date) based on the structure standard of the Open Badges. After that, the issuer will cryptographically sign the digital certificate with their private key, which adds the signature to the digital certificate itself.

The recipient or student will receive a copy of the digital certificate that allows the student to store the digital copy in any electronic devices or even print a hard copy for himself. Next, in order to place the digital certificate onto the Blockchain, the issuer will create a hash of the cryptographically signed digital certificate and perform a bitcoin transaction using the Cert-issuer tool to store the hash into a new block and chain it onto the blockchain. Now, the authenticity and legitimacy of the digital certificate will be stored onto the blockchain, in which students can now share the digital certificate to the employer to perform verification. Using the Blockcerts system, the employer can verify or compare the hash of the presented digital certificate with the hash value stored in the blockchain to verify the certificate content and check the cryptographic key used to sign the certificate correspond to the issuer’s key to verify the issuer. [12]

B. EduCTX: A blockchain-based education credit platform

[13] have proposed a system named EduCTX, which is a Blockchain-Based Global Higher Education Credit Platform and Ecosystem. The system concept is built based on the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS). In which by implementing the existing ECTS system in the EduCTX system to create a globally trusted higher education credit assigning and recording system and to shorten the shortcomings of the ECTS system.

Fig. 4. Overview of the digital certification architecture.

Fig. 5. Proposed EduCTX platform. [14]
The EduCTX initiative or ecosystem, students' achievements, or ECTS credits will be defined as ECTX tokens. There will be three types of stakeholders or users on the platform, 1. Student or Recipient that achieves the ECTX tokens 2. University or Higher Education Institute (HEI), who will be rewarding the tokens 3. Employer or HEI, who will verify the ECTX tokens of the Students or Recipients.

[13] The type of blockchain structure that EduCTX has chosen is the ARK Blockchain, mainly for their open-sources and the flexibility of the different programming languages supported by it. The process starts by a Higher Education Institute (HEI) joining the EduCTX blockchain network, which it then must first be recognized by the existing HEI members on the blockchain network. Then only the new HEI can create a blockchain wallet and set up a new node on the blockchain network.

When a new student enrolls in the HEI, a 2-2 (Keys of HEI and Student) multi-signature wallet will be created for the student to store his or her results and achievements ECTS credits information. Therefore, the institution's admins can transfer the correct number of ECTX tokens from the HEI’s wallet to the student’s 2-2 multi-signature wallet.

On the other hand, the ECTX tokens that are transferred to the students cannot be transferred to others' wallets. When then a student completed his certificate course, he or she sends the blockchain wallet address and collect a script to a prospective employer. The employer will perform the verification of the student’s academic credit achievements or course completion through the blockchain web API. Using the technology of Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus protocol to perform append information on to the blockchain that does not require computation resources as in Proof-of-Work (PoW) protocol in the bitcoin network and no random peer (HEI) can simply join the private blockchain network without the permission from the existing peer which provide a more secure and tamper-proof network. [13]

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The proposed system is built upon a technology stack called MERN stack and the Ethereum Blockchain. Under the hood of MERN stack are M – MongoDB as a local database, E – Express.js as a back-end API framework, R – React.js as a library for building the user interface, and N – Node.js as a node manager, more details of the libraries used are mentioned in the Chapter 3 technical research. The front-end will be coded with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to allow the user to interact with the Blockchain-Based Academic Certificate Credentialing System.

Furthermore, connecting to the MERN stack is the Ethereum blockchain this is where the generated certificates will be stored and verified in the chain of blocks. With the use of blockchain principles, the composition of the technology already consists of several existing functions, including the hashing function, public and private key cryptography, and proof of work. Combined with these elements to formulate the blockchain, the features in this proposed system can be categorized into two-part, including issuing a Digital Academic Certificate and verifying the Digital Academic Certificate.

A. Issuing the Digital Academic Certificate

1) Hash Generation – the use of the SHA-256 hash generator will be used to generate hashes because it is publicly an open-source tool and very reliable. Converting any string of data into the SHA-256 hash.

2) Public and Private keys – the use of the public key and private key will be issued to the university. In turn, the public key will be in the form of a URL link to the students, and the private key will be kept confidentially.

3) Digital Signature – to perform the digital signature mechanism, both of the hash generation and public-key cryptographic will be put in use, which will validate the authenticity of information over the internet. The digital signature will first be encrypted with the hash value of the certificate file being sent to the student with the public key of the university. The private key will only be kept confidential by the university in MongoDB for the verification process, where it will decrypt the digital signature and extracted the hash value. In order to put in comparison to the two-hash values to verify the authenticity of the digital certificate and the data in it.

4) Timestamping – provide another layer of security to the digital certificates. The use of generating timestamps is the consideration of the entire time taken with precise day, month, and year to be stamped into the digital certificate and digital signature as a block of data that then be encrypted to produce a code on which data the document was issued.

5) Digitally Signing the Certificate – the digital signature on the digital certificate will be composed of the four elements mentioned above, including (i) the hash value, (ii) a public key, (iii) a private key, and (iv) a timestamp that indicate the precise time that the certificate was issued. The document will be wrapped up and signed by the generated hash using the public key and private key, combined with the timestamp, it will create a unique certificate id for the digital certificate. The digital signature now can only be decrypted by the private key, which is held by the university’s database.
6) Issuing and Hosting the Digital Certificate – The university has issued a digital certificate to the student. The hash of the digital certificate compromises the unique alphanumeric string that cannot be tampered with its certificate and content. The hash will then be stored in the Ethereum Blockchain (Ganache local blockchain) via the communication with the API Web3.js and smart contracts that consist of the business logic and functionality for Ethereum usage.

B. Verifying the Digital Academic Certificate

In the job interview, the student brings along its public key, which is in the form of a unique URL link, the employer can verify the authenticity of the digital certificate through the Blockchain-Based Academic Certificate Credentialing System from the Asia Pacific University.

![Diagram of the proposed system](image)

Fig. 7. Flow of the proposed system

VI. POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Tangible benefits

- Reduce to almost zero for the production cost of the academic certificates and will be replaced as a digital certificate.
- Increase in time efficiency to issue a digital certificate, as the digital certificate can be issued anytime and anywhere in the world.
- Simple. With a digital certificate, the university can issue, recipients can receive, and relying parties can verify digital records without having to buy tokens, run a node, or become “members” of a network. Reducing the workload of administration staff, instead of preparing the certificate hard copy manually.
- Reduce the workload of administration staff and lecturers. Lecturer no need to manually tracking on who fail to submit their assignment, and they can just download student assignment instead of manually collect from the assignment submission department.

B. Intangible Benefits

- A digital certificate is more secure and immutable, the data will be encrypted by the cryptography and stored in a block. After the process of maximum trust verification, the block will be chained onto the blockchain. Where data will not be able to be altered or deleted, recipients can only show the contents of the specific digital academic certificate that the recipient had achieved.
- Traceable digital certificate. The viewer or verifier can search all of the transactions issued by the issuer as blockchain can be traced back.
- Convenient and easily accessible by the recipient. Digital certificates are sent peer-to-peer, directly from the issuing institution to the recipient. The recipient does not have an account to get access or share their records anywhere or anytime instantly.
- Privacy as no personally identifiable information (PII) will be stored in the chain. Instead, only the issuer and the recipient will have the “digital fingerprint” of the record for the specific Blockchain, because the digital certificate is sent directly peer-to-peer from the issuer to the recipient.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this research, the Blockchain-Based Academic Certificate Credentialing System will be using Blockchain Technology, which allows the university to issue academic certificate and employers or students to verify the given academic certificate through the APU E-Cert web application. Thereby, reducing the incidence of academic certificates forgeries and ensuring that the validity, security and authenticity of an academic certificate would be improved. The advantages of using a digital certification offer a faster, more straightforward and more secure way to issue the academic certificate and aiding the process of validation and verification. Besides that, it is much more portable by using the APU E-Cert web application, the verification and validation process can be done anytime and anywhere. Finally, the digital certificate will last a lifetime without a cost. As for the future enhancement, there are still a lot of functionalities and features that can be implemented such as using it as a document exchange verification, better security and collaborate and open up the system with the universities all over Malaysia. In proposed to fully eliminate and remove counterfeit academic certificate used in the job industry for job interviews.
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